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The Soap Slides 
 
Someone overnight sticks a gigantic  
piece of carbon paper on my door. 
Everything I am thinking immediately 
comes through the other side of the wall. 
 
Inquisitive people from all over the place 
come in throngs.  I hear the soles of their shoes 
lift up the stairs to my apartment 
and, leaving, 
put them down again. 
 
They are birds of every species, 
moon farm dogs, 
transitions, forest aisles and 
old acacias that suffer from insomnia. 
 
They put on spectacles and  
read me, are moved or 
threaten me with their fists, it 
depends for I have a 
clear idea of it all. 
 
Only about my soul 
I know nothing.  About my soul that perpetually  
slides away from me between days, 
like a cake of soap 
in the bath. 
 
These are the words of Marin Corescu, his poem “Carbon Paper.”  Though the verses ought to feel 
foreign, descriptive of Romania under Nicoalae Causescu, in fact the scenario seems quite familiar, 
reminiscent of America at the present time.  Except the carbon paper has taken on subtle forms; it 
leaves no smear.  Today, predictive verbal software and the incursions of the NSA into our 
telephones and laptops bleed the brain.  Yet amid the surveillance and the faceless anticipation of 
each word we are about to type, there sits a curious lack of danger about what is thought and said by 
almost everyone.  Not knowing how to speak is expedient, even cheerful.  Each virtual conversation, 
each post, has a numbing verbal similarity to the previous one, or to one’s neighbor’s.  The 
impoverishment of language appears greater than ever before, because its users seem mentally 
exhausted.  It’s hard to be subversive—really subversive—at the present time, because in part, it’s 
hard to find a discourse free of trivial insights framed in trite language.  You can only yell a credo, or 
yell back a counter-credo, as if you were shouting on the shore of a lake at an imagined interlocutor, 



and the echo across the water endlessly returned and departed, until you could no longer make out 
he words.   
 
I have been keeping a long list of the terms that represent the most banal thoughts I hear around 
me, the ones so empty of content they are a slosh of backwash in a gallon plastic jug left in the sun, 
beginning to leech out its toxins.  I won’t bore you with them here—too numerous to mention.  
This dissolution of eloquence cannot all be blamed on the predictive software that knows what we 
are about to type and uses an algorithm to do it for us, or narrow it down to two or three options.  If 
anything, we are being reminded that we keep saying the same thing, cell phone or no cell phone.     
 
Into this dilemma, from the past, steps Corescu, coming at us sidewise.   His terrain is the absurd, 
moon farm dogs and insomniac acacias—as far from an earnest manifesto as one can get.  Just when 
his poem seems to be a mere parable of resistance, the speaker turns it on himself, musing that 
“Only about my soul/I know nothing”. The authorities are never mentioned directly, only 
“someone.”  And I appreciate the deliberate vagueness, leaving open the possible conclusion that the 
issue is as much “us” as “them.”  More brilliantly still, he compares his soul sliding away to “a cake of 
soap in the bath.”  His essence will float on water, as souls might well do, yet it is material; it will 
dissolve. 
 
As such, I began to wonder whether earnest American poetry has reached an impasse between the 
urge for linguistic self-renewal and casting off obvious meaning, on the one hand, and plain poetry 
that insists on its right to simply, and often without a single memorable image, declare an unjust 
state of affairs without caring about its capacity to surprise.  I will admit that, having tried many 
times, I can never get far with Luis J. Rodríguez. 
 
Here is the Watts of my youth, 
where teachers threw me 
from classroom to classroom, 
not knowing where I could fit in. 
 
The sentiment is valid, but if the line breaks are removed, it is nothing but a sentence—one of 
legitimate complaint, yet lacking the spark that might separate it from a civic speech, or the news, or 
that could not have been produced by the right kind of matrix, one programmed to recombine 
phrases of the socially aggrieved. 
 
Langston Hughes, he of “I, Too, Am America,” sometimes spoke in indignant platitudes, and 
sometimes spoke what needed to be said and hadn’t been said.  Yet I find him most satisfying when 
he remains of easy apprehension, yet suggestive, respectful that poetry is comprised of tact regarding 
language. 
 
Must be the black Maria 
That I see,  
The black Maria that I see— 
But I hope it  
Ain’t comin’ for me. 
 



There it is, philosophy or the worried blues—what’s the difference?  And mystery is preserved.  He 
could be a social outcast, or prey to a disease, or simply paranoid.  We may take our pick. We’re not 
subjected to a set of stated facts. 
 
One of the self-described contemporary breakers of the paradigm, Barrett Watten, represents a 
trenchant mood with ham-handed, feverish execution, in “Plan B,” as if a reader might simply be 
browbeaten into accord with what all “right thinking people” must agree on. 
 

Damn the consequences! 
Titanic loss drives market up—  

Red states rule  
Over blue states. 

As a consequence of illogic  
All can be winners!  
 

The putative irony is nullified by any lack of self-awareness.  It’s only a holler after all, quite pleased 
with the exclamation mark feebly gesturing at elementary political “analysis.” We right-thinking 
persons may all participate with a satisfied laugh as we grumble about the red states and digest an 
obligatory, elementary mention of economics.  We are being lectured, only the useless line breaks 
using a rudiment of form to pass off this outburst as poetry, rather than a smirking  tirade.  Taken 
word by word, its tedium wouldn’t merit inclusion on a Scrabble board. 
 
Unless poetry can carry us over these chasms of thought masquerading as noble sentiment, devoid 
of verbal self-awareness, we might as well throw it over, and remain reading self-satisfied blogs and 
other cybernetic forums that speak without irony of “adulting” and “curating” and other mind-
numbing pseudo-concepts.  Until then, I will stick with Corescu, and read his poetry with fresh 
eyes, as if he had just handed it to me across the dinner table. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 


